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The present increasing need for the development of empirical

hypotheses that explain the decisionmakers' behavior towards risk is

to provide an understanding of the framework within which an industry

operates. Such hypotheses could facilitate the implementation of

policies designed to solve problems identified within an industry and

could also provide some useful tools to be used for the necessary

supply adjustments. Investigation of the factors that have been

important in influencing risk attitudes among grass producers in

Oregon's Willamette Valley is the object of this research.

Educational level and age are hypothesized and empirically

tested to have significant effects on farmers' risk preferences.

Other factors like percentages of land under control and farm debt

are also considered to be of equal importance. The interaction of

the mentioned variables among themselves could, possibly, affect

producers' risk behavior.
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Identification of factors exerting significant effects on risk

aversion, measured by Pratt coefficient, was attained through using a

single equation linear regression model. Individuals with less

education are found to be more averters to risk than others with

higher educational levels. Increased land ownership is associated

with increased aversion to take risk for highly educated producers

while it increases risk taking for less educated ones. Age and percent

of farm debt are determined to be directly and inversely related to

risk aversion, respectively. The interaction of education with

percent land ownership and age significantly increased and decreased

aversion to risk respectively.

The inclusion of binary variables for risk neutrality and risk

taking together with their interactions with the other variables

resulted in different effects exerted by education and percent land

ownership for risk neutral individuals. No significant differences

were found to exist between the behavior of risk takers compared to

risk averters, however.
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AN ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF RISK ATTITUDES
AMONG GRASS SEED PRODUCERS IN ThE

WILLAMETTE VALLEY

I. INTRODUCTION

Decision making under risk, an important empirical research field,

was almost untouched Ufltli the beginning of the last decade. The lack

of relevant theory together with the unavailability of data for testing

hypothesis was the chief element in the retardation of research

efforts. At present, there is an increasing need for the development

of empirical hypotheses that explain decisionmakers' behavior towards

risk. Such hypotheses will aid in understanding the framework within

which an industry operates andcould facilitate the implementation of

new policies designed to solve problems identified within an industry.

In relation to the importance of empirical hypotheses development,

the individual and public interests to investigate the today's real

world increasing risks is another important factor. The main objective

of this research is to investigate the factors that have been impor-

tant in influencing risk attitudes among grass seed producers in

Oregon's Willamette Valley.

Mason and Faulkenberry {2fl reported that the attainment of a

better quality of life is subject to one's way of decisionmaking.

Howard {l7} identified the realm of decisionmaking as describing what

a person does when he does not know what to do. Then, decision

analysis is the best method to make a decision only when viewed as

a creative medium for obtaining insight and understanding.
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This research is undertaken to provide some insight into the

determinants of risk attitudes among sampled farmers in four coun-

ties in the Willamette Valley. Since the valley is considered as

geographically homogeneous, no basic regional differences are to be

expected with respect to risk attitudes.

The Problem and Its Setting

Oregon's Willamette Valley is one of the major areas that is

engaged in grass seed production. It accounts for more than 50

percent of the world's cool season grass seed production (mainly:

annual ryegrass, perennial ryegrass, orchard grass, tall fescue,

bentgrass, fine fescue, Merion Kentucky bluegrass and other Kentucky

bluegrass [7]). The Oregon grass seed industry began around 1935.

Since that time no serious attempts were made to study the farmers'

risk attitudes except for the efforts of Halter and Mason [12]. The

necessity for such a study arose from the need for relevant infor-

mation if adjustments (services and regulations) are to be made in

favor of the individual producers and the industry as a whole.

The practice of open field burning, as the least cost cultural

method for post-harvest field sanitation and residue disposal, was

adopted by farmers in the mid-1940's. By 1969, nearly 310,000 acres

from a total of 500,000 acres of grass and cereal cropland were

open field burned [6].

A serious problem accompanying the practice of open field burning

is that of air pollution and deterioration of environmental quality.
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Accordingly, public concerns about such a problem emerged in the

1960's. The first public control measures were enacted in 1969.

Conklin and Bradshaw [8] estimated that policy choices employing

reduction of open field burned acres by 17-36 percent would reduce

1 .

total farm income about 20 percent. This income reduction is not

expected to cause major crop pattern shifts away from grass seed

production. Choices involving open burn acreage reduction by 50-88

percent would reduce total farm income some 22 to 26 percent.2 In

this second case some increase in income variability is anticipated as

less adapted practices are employed. Other choices involving the

entire elimination of open field burning would appear to severely

3
reduce income some 30 to 40 percent. Major crop pattern shifts and

a marked increase in relative income dispersion are expected in this

last case as a result of lower income and more risky crops being

selected. Then, the field burning costs combined with a politically

uncertain environment within the industry add to the complications of

the producers' behavior towards risk.

Halter and Mason [12] tried to model the factors affecting risk

attitudes among grass seed producers in the Willamette Valley. using

a sample of 44 farmers and 1973-74 data base. Their intention

1These choices include Senate Bill 311 (1975-76), House Bill 2196
(1977-78), a charge of $lO-$20/acre to open field burn, and House Bill

2196 (1978 revised) [8].

2Nainely: Department of Environmental Quality controlled burn on
alternate years and Senate Bill 311 (1977-78) [8].

3These are: a charge of $20-$35/acre to open field burn, no
burn with straw removal, and Mobile Sanitizer only [8].
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was to postulate the risk behavior according to selected socioeconomic

characteristics of those farmers.

The main purpose of this research is to continue the efforts of

Halter and Mason in describing the risk attitude behavior using the

same sample of farmers and a more recent 1976 data base to detect if

risk attitudes appear to change over time. The study will focus on

identifying and describing the influential factors through the use of

an econometric model. Also, the results will he compared with those

obtained by Halter and Mason. The effect of public policy upon the

risk behavior as a comparison between the 1974 situation and that of

1976 will be given some consideration when discussing the empirical

results.

In connection with the above objectives, shifts in the industry

supply will also be detected. This will be viewed from two points.

First, supply shifts due to changes in risk attitudes. Secondly,

supply responses with respect to changes in riskiness.

Chapter II will present the relevant theory of measurement and

determinants of risk attitudes. It includes a description of

commonly used methods in eliciting utilities, a measure of risk aver-

sion and some theorized and empirically hypothesized factors that

are found to be important in determining risk attitudes. Chapter

III will be devoted to discussion of the data and empirical results.

Data description, public policy implications and empirical model

presentation and discussion are covered in this chapter. The summary

and conclusions will be given in Chapter IV.
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II. THE RELEVANT THEORY OF RISK ATTITUDE
MEASUREMENT AND DETERMINANTS

Eliciting Utility Functions

A utility function is defined as a device for assigning numerical

utility values to consequences in such a way that a decisionmaker

should act to maximize subjective expected utility if consistency

is desired. It is also defined as a measure of how much satisfaction

an individual should get from his income. There are several methods

of eliciting utility functions among which the direct elicitation of

utility functions (D.E.U.), experimental methods (F.M.) and observed

economic behavior with respect to factor demand and output supply

(O.E.B.) are most commonly known [3].

Direct Elicitation of Utility Functions

D.E.U. is often referred to whenever interviewing procedures are

possible for determination of points of indifference between certain

outcomes and bets or risky options involving hypothetical gains or

losses. The three best known variations of the interview procedures

are referred to as the von Neumann-Morgenstern, modified von Neumann-

Morgenstern and Ramsey methods.

The standard reference contract or von Neumann-Morgenstern method

[9, 14, 29] is based on the concept of a certainty equivalent to a

gamble. If outcome X1 is preferred to X2 and X2 is preferred to



X3, then (by the Continuity Postulate) there exists a probability P

such that

PU(X1) + (l-P)U(X3) = U(X2),

Where: U(X.) = Utility of X., i = 1, 2, and 3.

For specified values of X1, X2, and X3, the utility of X2 can be

determined by questioning to find the value of P at which X2 is the

certainty equivalent of the risky prospect involving X1 and X3,

U(X1) and U(X3) are given values on an arbitrary scale. For example,

if U(X1) is set at unity and U(X3) at zero, then U(X2) = P. By

finding the values of P corresponding to an array of values of X2

between X1 and X3, the utility curve may be plotted for values of

X from X1 to X3.

This standard reference contract procedure is subject to three

criticisms. First, bias is created by the preference or dislike of

the decisionmaker for gambling and the exclusion of risk neutrality

from the choice problem since the questions posed involve a risky

prospect versus a certain one. Second, bias may be introduced if the

individual has a preference for some probabilities per se over others,

or if he does not understand the concept of probability. Third, the

method is very time consuming to administer.

The modified von Neumann-Morgenstern method [10, 20] uses neutral

probabilities of P = 0.5 = 1 - P to overcome the problem of probability

preference. Questions are posed to determine the certainty equivalent,

X2, for a 50-50 or even chance prospect of or X3, arbitrary
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utilities IJ(X1) U(X3) again are set for X1 and X3. Then we

have

0.5 tJ(X1) + .5 U(X) = U(X2).

If IJ(X1) is set at unity and LJ(X3) at zero, then U(X2) = .5. In

similar fashion, the certainty equivalent may be established for the

50-50 prospect of X1 and X2, say X4 which will have a utility of

U(X4) = .5 U(X1) + .5 U(X) = 0.75;

and for the 50-50 prospect of X2 and X3, say X5, which will have a

utility of

U(X5) = .5 U(X) + .5 U(X) = 0.25.

By further linked questions, additional points on the utility curve

may be established.

This modified von Neumann-Morgenstern method is another approach

developed in response to the criticisms facing the original procedure.

But, while this method overcomes the bias due to probability prefer-

ences, it is still open to the criticism of involving choice between

a risky and a certain outcome.

The Ramsey method [27 is probably, theoretically, superior to

the original and modified von Neumann-Morgenstern methods if the

decisionmaker has an aversion to gambling by presenting a choice

between two gambles. It uses ethically neutral probabilities, hence,

there is no bias due to probability preferences [18, 23. Lin, Dean

and Moore [19] reported one practical way of using this model in



deriving utility functions. Each decision maker is asked to "play"

a series of "games against nature" of the following type:

Actions

State of Nature A1 A2 P(0.)

01 a b 1/2

02 Y X 1/2

outcomes a, b and X are preassigned "pay offs" (a> b >X) and pre-

sented to the farmers as alternative levels of net farm income. The

two states of nature 01 and 02 explained as favorable and unfavorable

economic conditions are assumed to be equally likely. Then, specifi-

cation of the monetary value of the outcome Y is asked such that the

decisionmaker will be indifferent between actions A1 and A2. With

this particular value of outcome Y,

(i) U(a) + U(Y) = U(b) +

or (ii) U(a) - U(b) = U(X) - U(Y) = K1.

The utility interval (K1) between monetary values a and b equals that

between X and Y. The second game can be played as follows:

Actions

State of Nature A1 A2 P(0.)

01 b c 1/2

02 x 1/2

Outcomes b, X and Y are given from game 1, and the individual is

askedto select the "indifference value" of c. Again,
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(iii) IJ(b) U(Y) = u(c) + U(X),

(iv) U(b) U(c) = U(X) - U(Y) K1.

Therefore, from equations (ii) and (iv):

(v) U(a) - U(b) = U(b) - U(c) = K1.

Given monetary values from a, b, and c, it is possible to derive,

through a series of additional games (3, 4, 5, ...), monetary values

(d, e, f, ...) which maintain the same constant utility interval K1

between succesive pairs of monetary values.

From the data generated by the successive games, the following

simultaneous equation system is obtained:

U(a) U(b) = K1

IJ(b) - U(c) = K.

U(c) - U(d) = K1

. S

IJ(i) IJ(j) = K1

By assigning arbitrary utility values to outcomes a and b it becomes

possible to solve the system of equations. Then, utility interval K1

and the utility values corresponding to monetary values c, d, ...,

can he derived, the points plotted, and regression equations (estimated

utility functions) fitted to the derived points. For example, setting

a = $90,000, b = $50,000, and X = $0, respectively, in game 1, suppose

the subject chooses an "indifference value" of Y = -$20,000. From
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equation (ii), U($90,000) U($50,000) = U($0) - U(-$20,000) = K1.

Arbitrary setting U(a) = U($90,000) = 100 utiles and U(b) = U($50,000)

= 75 utiles, then K1 = 25 utiles. Suppose the subject now chooses an

"indifference value" for c of $30,000 in game 2. From equation (v),

U(a) - U(b) = U(b) - U(c) = K1

= U($50,000) - U($30,000) = 25

75 - U($30,000) = 25

U($30,000) = 50

Three points (a, b, and c) have now been found on the utility function.

By similar methods, utility values corresponding to monetary values

d, e, ..., j also can be derived and plotted to approximate the com-

plete utility function.

Halter and Mason introduced a new interview format that simplifies

the process and makes it more systematic. This format involves the

idtntification of a series of points in Utility of Money (U-H) space

in the interview and then fitting a curve, explicitly, to the points

by regression analysis (see Appendix I).

However, there are still some practical problems facing the D.E.U.

method. First, the decisionmakers may not have thought out in advance

what they would do in these hypothetical situations, and their snap

judgments thrown up at the request of the interviewer can not inspire

a great deal of confidence. Second, external advice from family,

friends, etc., as a factor influencing real decisions, is completely

ignored by the game. Third, it is conceivable that the decision games

are framed in such a way that the gains or losses mean little to the
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decisionmaker. Finally, inaccuracy of results may appear as a result

of the psychological status of the decisionmaker at the time of the

interview, i.e., we expect different responses from the subject if he

is under any sort of stress (financial, social, etc.) than if he is in

a mode of relaxation.

Experimental Methods

This approach has been reported by Binswanger [5] when measuring

risk preferences for more than 350 peasants in rural India. The method

involved usage of actual financial compensation at significant levels.

It was conducted in a series of several visits over five or more weeks

with the respondent. Ample time was permitted to reflect on each

decision and discuss it with others if desired. The required decision

was a simple choice among eight gambles whose outcomes were determined

by a flip of a coin. Impressive efforts were made to teach respondents

the nature of the game, to elicit responses reflecting true feelings,

to avoid interview bias and to eliminate other sources of error.

An advantage of this prqcedure is related to its reliance on

actual behavior rather than an imaginary one as the case with the

D.E.U. method. Thus, most of the serious measurement flaws of the

D.E.U. will be overcome using E.M. Binswanger concluded "that evidence

on risk aversion from pure interviews is unreliable, nonreplicable and

misleading, even if one is interested only in a distribution of risk

aversion rather than reliable individual measurement."
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The problem with the E.M. is that it is very expensive if realis-

tic levels of gains associated with major farm decisions in the United

States are to be funded. Binswanger spent about $2,500 for prize money

in his Indian experiment. He estimated a comparable experiment in the

U.S. would require $150,000 for prizes alone.

Observed Economic Behavior With
Respect to Factor Demand and Output
Supply

This is an indirect measure of risk attitudes. The approach

compares observed economic behavior with respect to factor demand

and output supply to behavior predicted by theoretical models incorpo-

rating risk and risk preferences. This could be described if reference

to the theoretical model developed by Moscardi and de Janvry [22] from

a safety first framework. The first order conditions.

(vi) MVP = P./(1-OK),il, ..., fl

where: MVPe = the expected marginal value product of

input i,

= the competitive price of input i,

0 = the coefficient of variation of stochastic yield

(output price was assumed constant),

K = the measure of risk aversion, K > 0 for risk

aversion, K = 0 for risk neutral, and K < 0

for risk preferring.
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By observing the level of input usage of a particular farmer, inserting

that level into an estimated production function and evaluating the

associated MVP, it will be possible to solve for the farmer's K as:

(vii) K = (l-P./MVP)

In general, expected utility maximization under risk leads to

first order conditions of the form:

(viii) E(MVP.) = MFC. + R I , i=l, ..., n
1 1 ar

where: E(MVP) = expected marginal value product of input i,

Ral = a "risk adjustment" that is a product of the entrepreneur's

local risk aversion coefficient (Ra) and the marginal

contribution to risk of additional input use

Assuming
'r

is positive, risk aversion (Ra > 0) implies a positive

"risk adjustment"; i.e., a risk averse expected utility maximizing

entrepreneur will "stop short" of equating E(MVP) to MFC.

Equation (viii) suggests a theoretical approach for solving for

Ra in terms of empirically observable magnitudes:

(ix) Ra = [E(MVP.)-MFC.]/I

In practice obtaining appropriate estimates of I can be difficult

without invoking excessively restrictive assumptions on the sources

and functional specification of stochastic influences.

The O.E.B. approach shares with the D.E.U. approach the advantage

of furnishing measures of risk aversion that can be incorporated

directly into models of economic decision making under risk.
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Furthermore, the O.E.B. approach escapes the criticism that the

revealed risk preferences may not represent the real world decisions.

However, the O.E.B. method is still subject to two criticisms.

First, the method is vulnerable to serious errors of inference as it

attributes the entire difference between actual factor use or output

supply and the levels associated with expected profit maximization

solution to risk aversion. Practically, it is very difficult to sort

out the data to eliminate observations for which constraints other

than risk aversion are likely to influence the results. Second, this

procedure appears to be very time intensive and expensive to obtain

many observations for an individual.

In summary, it is conceivable that the E.M. approach is superior.

However, refined versions of the D.E.U. procedure through careful

designation of questionnaires and a thorough explanation of purpose

could be used in the absence of funds for F.M.

Pratt Coefficient as a Measure of Risk Aversion

Utility functions are found to be useful and accurate for

empirical studies as reported by Lin, Dean and Moore [19] and Halter

and Dean [13]. The fact that utility functions are unique to indi-

viduals [11, 16, 28] prohibits further comparisons of such functions.

To escape this problem other indices for individuals' risk attitudes

measurement are to be referred to.

Pratt [26] developed a coefficient r(X) for measuring the degree

of risk aversion. This coefficient is defined as the negative ratio
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of the second and first derivatives of the utility of money function

U(X), i.e., r(X) = U"(X)/U'(X). The Pratt coefficient is a simple

measure of curvature that is not changed by an arbitrary positive

transformation of the utility function. Also, since the coefficient

is an absolute number, it allows for interpersonal comparisons of

the degree or risk aversion at particular income levels. In reference

to Figure 1 and the following discussion, a more explicit explanation

of this coefficient could be presented. One of the properties of

utility functions for money is that they are monotonically increasing

[14]. Hence, the first derivative is positive throughout. The

second derivative may be positive (for risk takers), negative (for

risk averters) or zero (for risk neutrals). Then, by definition of

the Pratt coefficient it is negative for risk preferrers, positive

for risk averters, and zero for risk neutrals.

A shortcoming of the Pratt coefficient is that it is only a

measure of local risk aversion. That is, it measures risk aversion

at only one income level at a time. An example may help illustrate

this point. Suppose an individual has the following utility function:

(x) U(X) = a + bX + CX2,

where a, b and c are constants and X is his income. Then his coeffi-

cient of risk aversion could be expressed as:

- 2c
(xi) r(X)

b + 2cX

Because the Pratt coefficient is a numerical number, using two (or

more) different values of X will result in two (or more) different
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values of the coefficient. However, the study concern is about utility

at a specified time, i.e., only one income level at a point in time is

to be considered, thus only one value of the coefficient could be

otbained.

Determinants of Risk Attitudes

The preceding sections in this chapter addressed the concept of

risk attitudes measurement. In this section the theoretical hypotheses

about the factors affecting decisionmakers' behavior towards risk will

be investigated. Previous empirical hypotheses will be incorporated

as well.

Moscardi and de Janvry [22] hypothesized in their study of risk

attitudes among Mexican peasants that, as a general assumption, older

farmers tend to be less prone to take risks than younger ones. This

was on the basis that age, in subsistence argiculture, can hardly

imply greater on-the-job experience since the ability of the farm

does not require a lot of experience. On the other hand, opportunities

to informally develop new types of skills and to use them profitably

are not easily available. This assumption of older farmers being

less risk takers, by the same reasoning, is expected to be of an

opposite nature in the case of developed countries, particulary the

United States.
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In their study of the risk behavior among grass seed producers in

the Willamette Valley, Halter and Mason found that age is positively

associated with risk bearing attitudes. This finding is probably

contradictory to the a priori hypothesis of many observers [31].

Education

Higher levels of education have been generally positively

associated with risk bearing. Empirically this hypothesis was found

to be valid by Binswanger in rural India, Moscardi and de Janvry in

Mexico and Halter and Mason in the Willamette Valley.

One important point to be raised regarding this factor is about

the nature of its relationship with risk attitudes. Is it linear?

To examine how education is related to risk attitudes, the effect of

the square of education should also be detected.

Wealth

Pratt and Arrow [3] formulated, separately, that absolute risk

aversion decreases with increasing wealth. Binswanger reported that

wealth appeared to have surprisingly little effect on the extent of

risk aversion among the selected sample of peasants in rural India.

Although wealth is generally defined as total value of capital

assets minus debt, some researchers found that it could be useful

- investigating the effect of the individual constituents of wealth.

Accordingly, there exists the hypothesis that risk bearing increases

with increased controlled (owned) land. This hypothesis is proved
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to be consistent with the recent findings of Wiens [30] and Moscardi

and de Janvry. It was inconsistent with what Halter and Mason found

in the Willamette Valley.

On the other hand, the principle of increasing risk, or the

equity principle, suggests that increasing debt will decrease asset

liability ratio and, therefore, decreases the ability of the farm to

withstand bad conditions, i.e., as a farm business expands through

borrowed capital, the chance of losing its own capital increases [15].

As a consequence of this principle, the debt - Pratt coefficient

relation may be expressed as:

(xii) Debt = F(Pratt coefficient, others)

In other words, the individual's debt level depends on his willingness

to take the risk of losing part or all of his farm capital under the

prevalence of unfavorable conditions. More precisely, debt load could

be hypothesized as inversely related to the Pratt coefficient or,

increased debt is an outcome of increased risk bearing. Accordingly,

a positive relationship between risk taking and debt load is expected.

Hence, an increase in indebtedness could be justified by a relative

tendency to take risk.

A second alternative that ould be inferred from the equity

principle is that the more the individual is committed to on-farm

debt the more averter to risk he will be. This could be justified

by the fact that as a person's fixed commitments increase he has to

fulfill such obligations first meaning a more conservative behavior

towards risk taking, i.e., more risk aversion is desired.
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These two hypotheses associated with on-farm debt could be

summarized as follows:

1. H : = 0 against H : < 0
0 D A D

2. H0: eD = 0 against HA > 0

Where: = coefficient of on-farm debt. Then it will be important

to investigate which one of these two relationships is existing in

the studied case of grass seed producers in the Willamette Valley.

Family Size

The factor of family size has two contradictory versions of

increasing and decreasing the decisionmaker's risk aversity. If the

size of the family is viewed as a consumptive unit (unemployed

members, children and students) this will lead to more risk aversion.

Conversely, if it is considered as a source of off-farm income the

behavior will be towards risk taking.

It was found that risk aversion decreases with increasing family

size among the Mexican peasants. This was explained by less labor

uncertalnty at harvest time, where in the U.S. this should not hold

true as the economy here is capital intensive. However, there is

no available data to examine the effect of this factor.

Other Factors

Halter and Mason mentioned an important point of caution that no

matter how a particular factor affects the risk behavior, the joint

or conditional interaction of variables among themselves are important
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and therefore, should be accounted for. They reported that the inter-

action of education with percent ownership and with age significantly

decreased and increased risk aversity, respectively, among grass seed

producers in the Willamette Valley.

In relation to the above mentioned point and due to the belief

that risk attitudes are of a composite nature, the interaction of

the variables of education, ownership and age is expected to have a

significant influence on risk behavior. The importance of this

interaction variable is based on the importance of the variables in

question. Then, it would be of interest to test for the significance

of this variable's coefficient, i.e., HO:..k = 0 vs. HA:..k 0.

Off-farm income is another factor that may contribute significantly

to risk attitudes. It was hypothesized, and empirically supported

by Moscardi and de Janvry, that the higher the off-farm income the

higher is the capacity of farmers to assume risks on agricultural

production. Whether they, in fact, assume greater risks, i.e., become

greater risk takers is, of course, a different matter and a topic of

central focus in this study.

The last factor to be considered is the behavioral difference.

This could be examined through introduction of binary (dummy) variables

for the three categories of risk attitudes (risk averters, risk takers,

and risk neutral). Then it would be possible to detect if there

exists any significant effect on the Pratt Coefficient attributed to

a particular type of behavior.
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Consequently, the interaction of these dummy variable with the

considered variables is of equal importance. This will serve the

purpose of distinguishing between the effects of the different

variables as exerted by each category.

One way of investigating such behavioral differencs is to set

dummy variables for risk takers and risk neutral individuals, include

them in an econometric model and see if their coefficients are

significant. Also, these binary variables are to be interacted

(multiplied) with the other exogenous variables in question and

investigate for their significant effects on the Pratt coefficient.
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III. DATA PROFILE AND DISCUSSION
OF EMPIRICAL RESULTS

The data used for the purpose of this study were obtained from

the Survey Research Center of Oregon State University. A three-phase

procedure was followed in collecting the data. Phase one was composed

of surveying some socioeconomic characteristics of 48 grass seed

farmers in the Willamette Valley. Elicitation of utility functions

and derivation of Pratt coefficients for the same farmers was the

object of the second phase in reference to year 1974. The purpose of

phase three was the same as phase two, but for the year 1976.

The Data Profile

The main characteristics of 48 grass seed producers in the

Willamette Valley surveyed in 1973 include respondent's years on

farm, off-farm employment, total farm area, pasture acreage, grain

acreage, grass seed acreage, vegetable and row crops acreage, total

farm capital, percentage of farm debt, percentage of acres owned,

respondent's age and educational level. Furthermore, farmers'

income midpoints were obtained for 1974 and 1976 in separate surveys.

Individual utility functions were elicited for 1974 and 1976

through a modified Ramsey method introduced by Halter and Mason (see

Appendix I for details of the elicitation procedure). Accordingly,

an individual five-point utility measure was obtained for 1974 and

1976 separately and a seven-point utility measure was obtained for

1976.
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Polynomial equations, up to the third degree, were then fitted to

the points (five and seven) by ordinary least squares using R2 and

visual inspection as a criteria for goodness-of-fit.4 Pratt coeffi-

dents were then derived for each individual farmer and defined at his

gross income levels for 1974 and 1976. Consequently, classification

of those decisionmakers into risk averters, risk neutrals, and risk

preferrers using the sign of the coefficient was made possible. These

results are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Percentage of farmers according to risk attitudes.*

Pratt
Coefficient

1974 (5-point)

1976 (7-point

Percent of
Risk Averters

31.8

29.8

Percent of
Risk Takers

34.1

35 . 1

Percent of
Risk Neutrals

34.1

35 . 1

*Four farmers out of the 48 were retired or dead at the 1974 interview
time and for the rest, 14 were found to be risk averters, 15 risk
takers, and 15 risk neutral. In 1976, seven more farmers wer out of
business for the same above reasons and the result was 11, 13, and 13
as averters, takers, and neutral, respectively, for the seven-point

measure.

Changes in uncertainty level are found to be reflected on the

individual firm's supply which may result in shifts in the industry's

4Despite the theoretical arguments against the usefulness of
polynomial forms for such a purpose, usage of these forms for repre-
senting utility functions for gains and losses is justified on the
grounds that it is a series approximation to the unknown true utility
function over the relevant range and are found useful in empirical

application [1, 2, 24].
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supply. If uncertainty is reduced, the supply of risk averters will

increase as a result of the decreased risk degree. Contrary to this,

risk takers' supply will decrease, while that of risk neutrals will

not be affected with risk changes. Then, unless the risk averters'

increased supply is exactly offset by the decreased supply of risk

takers, shifts in the industry's supply will occur.

On the other hand, changes in risk attitudes are also accompanied

by supply shifts. Increase in risk aversity will reduce supply while

increase in risk taking increases it. From Table 1, it could be seen

that risk attitudes have slightly changed in 1976, towards risk taking

and risk neutral. Such a change is expected to increase supply

provided that the supply of a risk neutral individual is equal or

greater than that of a risk averter.

Empirical Results

Before discussing the empirical model, it could be worthwhile to

describe and compare the data employed and the procedure followed by

Halter and Mason to that used in this study. In the Halter-Mason's

study, a 1974 data base was used and their model was composed of

Pratt Coefficient 1974 (5-point measure) being the endogeneous variable

and some selected socioeconomic characteristics being the exogenous

variables Csee Appendix II). The intention in this study is to use

the same technique except for a more recent year, i.e., 1976 referring

to the same sample of farmers and more or less, the same socioeconomic

characteristics.



In reference to Table 2, there is no appreciable difference

between the means of the characteristics

Halter and Mason and the 37 observations

for the means of income mid-points. The

similarity of the characteristics in the

a comparison between the farmers' behavi

their behavior in 1976.
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of the 44 farmers used by

used in this study except

above conclusion about the

two cases helps in conducting

r towards risk in 1974 and

Public Policy Implications

A close look at the means of Pratt Coefficients of 1974 (.374)

and 1976 (-0.29 for the seven point) together with the ratios of risk

attitudes presented in Table 1, suggests that the farmers' general risk

behavior may have changed from risk aversion towards risk preferring

in this two-year period, given changes in income. One possible reason

for such a change in the risk attitude was a change in perceptions

of the degree of political uncertainty in the period 1969-75. Late

in the 1960's and early 1970's the general public sentiment was to

clean the environment at any cost without any consideration for the

externalities that may accompany such a trend. By mid 1970's,

recognition of the economics of environmental quality control and due

to the prevalence of the oil crisis and unemployment problems being

closely felt, the public notion was to favor the grass seed industry.

Senate Bill 311, passed in 1975, involves a step-wise phase

down of allowable acres open-burned over a four year period from

234,000 acres in 1975 to 50,000 acres in 1978 (25]. House Bill 2169,



Table 2. Variables' means.

Variable

Off-farm employment (days)

Years on farm

Total capital (thousands)

Percent indebtedness

Percent acres owned

a!Age

Education'

Pratt coefficient 1974 (5-point)

Pratt coefficient 1976 (7-point)

Income mid-point 1974 (thousands)

Income mid-point 1976 (thousands)

Me an

44 Observations

59.7

22.9

269.3

17.2

49.5

6.2

2.9

0.374

147.15

148.29

27

Me an

37 Observations

50.1

21.5

283.1

17.7

49.3

6.0

3.0

0.397

-0.29

154.05

176.35

1Age is coded as I = under 25, 2 25-29, 3 = 30-34, 4 = 35-39,

5 = 40-44, 6 = 45-49, 7 = 50-54, 8 = 55-59, 9 = 60-64, and 0 = 65

or over. Note that none of the farmers is in the zero age group

and all of the scores ranged from 2 to 9.

Education is coded as -- 1 = grade school or less, 2 = some high

school, 3 = complete high school, 4 = some college, and 5 = complete

college.

C,'This coefficient is only obtained for 37 observations.



passed in 1977 to replace Senate Bill 311, sets 195,000 acres in 1977

and 180,000 acres in 1978 as maximum allowable acres to open burn

[24]. The fact that S.B. 311 was subject to revision every two years

enabled the farmers to detect the nature of public policy towards this

issue and, to some extent, the sort of environment they will be working

in.

Although it is important to know the economic importance of the

value of information when dealing with policy implications, it is felt

that this subject is beyond the scope of this study. However, the

availability of information concerning the revised Senate Bill 311

in which more acres were allowed to be open-burned than what was stated

in the original bill, enabled the farmers to detect the direction of

the public policy towards the industry.

In summary, there are two hypotheses behind the general change

in the grass seed producers' attitudes from risk aversion to less risk

aversion (or to risk neutral or risk taking). First, the political

uncertainty, which originally arose from the recognition that public

sentiment in early 1970's favored environmental control at all cost,

was partially erased as control cost took a stronger overtone by mid-

70's. Secondly, the realization and understanding of those farmers to

the nature of laws as favoring the industry position.

The Model

The final model was estimated using ordinary least squares (OLS)

which was applied to a linear functional form. The selection of this



functional form was based on the fact that it was used in previous

empirical studies such as those of Halter and Mason and Moscardi and

de Janvry. Other forms, particularly the log-log form, did not explain

as much of the variation in the Pratt coefficient (lower R2) as the

linear functional form. Besides, usage of the double log form resulted

in less significant coefficients (see Appendix II).

The dependent variable was chosen to be the Pratt coefficient

(7-point) of 1976 rather than the 5-point one. One reason behind this

selection is the expectation of more accurate representation of the risk

attitudes by the 7-point coefficient. Another reason is the failure of

the 5-point measure to give as good results as the 7-point measure in

terms of R2 and significance of coefficients (see Appendix II).

Many models were studied from which the "best" model was selected.

The bases of selection were higher statistical significance of the

exogeneous variables and goodness of fit. The estimated final model is

specified as:

(1) Pratt 76-7 = f(ED, PCACOW, EDSQ, POWED, PCOWSQ, AGE, AGED,

PCDEBT, DNOWN, DNED)

Where: Pratt 76-7 = Pratt coefficient for 1976 derived from a 7-point

utility measure,

ED = Respondent's educational level,

PCACOW = Percentage of field acres owned by the farmer,

EDSQ = Education squared (ED2),

POWED = Interaction of percent ownership and education

(PCACOW x ED),
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PCOWSQ Percent ownership squared, (PCACOW2),

AGE = Respondent's age,

AGED = Interaction of age and education (AGE x ED),

PCDEBT = Percentage of on-farm debt,

DNOWN = Interaction of the binary variable for risk

neutrality (DN = 1, if the respondent is risk

neutral; DN = 0 otherwise) and percent ownership

(DN x PCACOW),

DNED = Interaction of the binary variable for risk

neutrality and education (DN x ED).

Estimates of the parameters of equation (1) and their standard

errors are given in equation (2)

(2) Pratt 76-7 = -3.98 + 3.66 ED - .10 PCACOW - .72 EDSQ

(3.04) (1.07) (.03) (.16)

+ 0.04 POWED - .0004 PCOWSQ + 0.55 AGE

(.006) (.0002) (.44)

-0.18 AGED 0.01 PCDEBT + .02 DNOWN

(.14) (.008) (.01)

-.35 DNED; R2 = 0.7932, F = 9.97,

(.18)

The numbers in parentheses are the coefficients' standard errors.

5Test for heteroskedasticity was conducted through scattergrams
relating residuals to the
PCDEBT) and then visually
the residuals and each of
i.e., no particular patte
with the diffeient levels
heteroskedasticity is not

suspected variables (ED, AGE, PCACOW, and
inspected for detectable patterns between
these variables. The result was negative,

rn was found to be followed by the residuals
of each variable and therefore
a problem in this case.
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The estimated coefficients for ED, PCACOW, EDSQ and POWED are

significant at the one percent probability level. The significant

level of probability for the DNOWN coefficient is 2.5 percent; five

percent for the PCOWSQ and DNED coefficients, ten percent for the

PCDEBT coefficient and 15 percent for the AGE and AGED coefficients.

The estimated coefficient for education has an unexpected positive

sign. Percent ownership has a negatively signed coefficient that is

consistent with the previously stated hypothesis. The coefficient of

the age variable is positive as hypothesized. On-farm debt has a

negative coefficient which was consistent with the first alternative

discussed in Chapter II. The coefficients of education squared and

percent ownership squared are both negative. The sign of the

coefficient of the interaction variable of percent ownership with

education is positive while that of the coefficient of the interaction

of age with education is negative. Both signs are contrary to the

empirical finding of Halter and Mason. The interaction of the binary

variable for risk neutrality (DN) with percent ownership and education

has a positive and negative coefficients, respectively. As no par-

ticular way of effect was hypothesized regarding these two last

interaction variables, the related coefficients' signs could be

accepted.

A test for the significance of the whole set of coefficients

(except for the constant term), i.e., H0:2 0 against

HA : H0 is not true, revealed that the set is significant at the 0.1

percent level of probability. Therefore, the presented model is
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acceptable in describing the effects of the exogeneous variables on

the Pratt Coefficient.

Discussion of Results

From equation (2) it could be seen that the behavior of risk

neutral individuals is different from that of those who are either

risk takers or risk averters as reflected by the interaction of the

binary variable for risk neutrality (DN) with percent ownership and

education. Generally, the differences in risk behavior between indi-

viduals who are neutral to risk and those who consider risky options

are related to the goals and aims of each category. The goal for the

former cagegory is maximization of profit, irrespective of the involved

risk, while maximization of utility of money (income) is the end for

the latter. Accordingly, this behavioral difference will be referred

to, where appropriate, in the course of results' discussion.

The first factor to be discussed is that of education. Contrary

to what was expected and to the empirical findings of Binswanger,

Halter-Mason, and Moscardi-de Janvry, the coefficient for education

has a positive sign. From the presented model it could be shown

that an increase in the decisionmaker's educational level from grade

school to high school, holding other variables constant and evaluating

at mean values of PCACOW and AGE, adds 6.22 to the Pratt Coefficient

for individuals who respond to risk and a 5.47 increments in the

coefficient for those who are risk neutral. Following the same

procedure, an increase in the educational level from some college to

complete college increases the Pratt Coefficient by only 4.76 for
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risk averters and risk takers and by 3.01 in reference to risk neutral

individuals.

The significant coefficient of education squared suggests a non-

linear relationship between the Pratt coefficient and education. Then

optimizing risk aversity (Pratt coefficient) with respect to education

would help finding the maxima or minima for such a relationship. This

could be obtained using equation (2):

Pratt 76-7 = 3.66 -1.44 ED + 0.4 PCACOW -.18 AGE -.35 DN(3)
ED

(Second order condition holds for maximization as:

2Pratt 76-7
= -1.44).

ED2

Setting equation (3) equal to zero and solving for educational level

that reveals the maximum risk aversity at mean values of PCACOW and

AGE, we obtain:

(4) a 3.66 + 0.4 (49.3) - .18(6) -.35(0) = 1.44 ED

552
b ED = 3.16 (for only risk averters and takers,

i.e., DN = 0.

Referring to Figure 2 and the above results one could conclude

that risk aversity increases as the farmer's educational level increases

from grade school (or less) through high school and then decreases

with increasing levels of education above high school. This conclusion

may be verified on the grounds that education in grade schools up to

high school is, more or less, a sort of general knowledge. In college
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more knowledge about risk will be acquired and the individuals ability

to assimilate and filter useful and usable information will be much

improved. Such knowledge is expected to lead to a better understanding

and handling of real world problems.

Applying the same analysis procedure to the Halter-Mason's model

it could be shown that the minimum attainable level of risk aversity

is upon completion of high school (ED = 2.81). This suggests that the

decisionmaker tends to become more risk taking as his educational level

increases from grade school (or less) through high school and then

expresses more aversion to risk for educational levels above high

school. This is a clear contradiction to the hypothesis stated in the

previous chapter.

In consideration of the above mentioned effects of education on

risk attitudes, efforts for subsidizing education to farmers up to

high school will lead to more risk aversion and accordingly supply

will decrease. On the other hand, education subsidy above high school

will lead to reduced risk aversion (more risk taking) and supply is

expected to increase.

The next variable to be considered is that of percent ownership.

From equation (2), the estimated coefficient of percent acres owned

has the expected negative sign. Also, the coefficient of percent

ownership squared has a negative sign. Taking both coefficients,

evaluating at mean value of education and holding all other variables

constant, the nature of relationship between ownership and risk

aVersion (Pratt Coefficient) can be detected. Figure 3 depicts this

relation.
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Referring to Figure 3, risk aversion at mean value of education

increases with increase in precent ownership, attains a maximum and

then it starts decreasing. At mean value of education the maximum is

at the 25 percent level of ownership for individuals who respond to

risk. It is at the 50 percent level for risk neutral individuals. A

point of notice is that most of the observations lie under the 70 per-

cent ownership level. Also, it could be noticed that there is not much

difference between the effect of percent ownership for risk neutral

individuals compared to others who are not neutral to risk considering

small levels of percent ownership. The difference becomes greater for

large percent ownership levels, however.

Halter and Mason obtained a positive coefficient for percent

ownership. They also obtained a non-significant negative coefficient

for the variable of percent ownership squared. Accordingly, it was

excluded from their model.

A significant coefficient obtained for the interaction of ownership

with education means that the effect of ownership (education) is

different for different levels of education (ownership). Precisely,

the positive sign indicates that for a given level of percent ownership

(educational level) the more educated the person (more acres he owns)

the greater the increment in his risk aversion. This is presented

graphically in Figure 3.

With regard to the effect of percent ownership on risk attitudes,

education appeared to be an important factor in determining the nature

of that relationship. Accordingly, percent ownership, compared to
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education, is not a good tool if the government is to change supply

through changing risk attitudes.

The fourth variable to be considered is that of age. As hypothe-

sized in the previous chapter, the estimated coefficient of age has a

positive sign. This means that as the farmer's age-range increases

by one unit his Pratt Coefficient (risk aversion) increases by .55

assuming zero educational level and holding other factors constant.

For a higher level of education an individual's risk aversion with

respect to age will increase by less than 0.55. For example, if the

farmer's age is 40 years and his educational level is complete high

school then his Pratt Coefficient will increase by:

.55 AGE -.18 AGED = .55(5) -.l8(5)(3) = .05,

holding all other variables constant.

Knowing that the population of grass seed producers had charac-

teristics of mean years on-farm being 21.5 and mean age in the 45-49

range support the above findings. This direct relation between age

and Pratt Coefficient could be justified by two reasons. First, as

a farmer gets older his concerns about assuring retirement income

increase and so he tends to be more averse to risk. The other reason

is that with increased age a farmer will also be more concerned with

estate transfer, hence he becomes less risk taking.

In the Halter-Mason's model age was found to be inversely related

to the Pratt Coefficient. That was not consistent with the findings

of Moscardi and de Janvry and what was generally observed.
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The interaction of education with age is inversely related to

the Pratt coefficient. According to this result, fixing either

education or age and allowing the other to increase results in a

decrease to the Pratt coefficient, i.e., decreases risk aversion.

Then, it could be concluded that the effect of age is different for a

certain educational level and similarly for the effect of education

with respect to age. This is better illustrated in Figure 2.

Halter and Mason obtained exactly opposite signs for the

coefficients of the interaction variables of education with ownership

and education with age. This implies that risk aversion decreases

with increase in the interaction variable POWED and increases with an

increasing AGED interaction variable.

The last variable to discuss is that of on-farm debt. The

negative coefficient of this variable is consistent with the hypothesis

that debt increases as the individual becomes more risk taking. This

means that each percent unit increase in the farmer's debt load is

associated with a .01 decrease in the Pratt coefficient, i.e., becomes

more risk taking, holding all other variables constant. Thus, the

other hypothesis stating that increased debt would lead to more risk

aversion is not valid in this case. One implication of this result is

that on-farm debt load is determined by the farmer's attitude towards

risk and changing the debt level should not necessarily affect the

producer's risk attitude.

For an easy ordering of results the studied model is presented

in a matrix form. Table 3 presents the estimated coefficients for the
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Table 3. Modeling types of risk attitudes.

Attitude

Variable

Risk
Aversion

Risk
Bearing

Risk
Neutral

Constant -3.98 -3.98 -3.98

ED 3.66 3.66 3.31

EDSQ -0.72 -0.72 -0.72

PCACOW -0.10 -0.10 -0.08

PCOWSQ -0.0004 -0.0004 -0.0004

AGE 0.55 0.55 0.55

POWED 0.04 0.04 0.04

AGED -0.18 -0.18 -0.18

PCDEBT -0.01 -0.01 -0.10

three types of risk attitudes. It should be noted that the variables'

coefficients for risk aversion and risk bearing are identical as no

significant difference was found to be existing between these two

types of behavior. As for risk neutral behavior, the significant

differences presented by the studied model were related to the coef-

fieients of education and ownership.

Omitted Variables

There are some other theoretically suggested variables, not

incorporated in the estimated model, which are said to be affecting

the decisionmaker's behavior towards risk. The theoretical implica-

tion of these variables was discussed in the previous chapter. A
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discussion of the reasons behind their exclusion from the studied

model will follow.

Interaction of Ownership, Education, and Age. The belief that

the interaction of variables, jointly, as suggested by theory,

together with the expected complications of risk attitudes were a

good incentive for a trial to estimate the effect of the interaction

of the variables of percent ownership, education and age. This

interaction variable was found to have no significant effect on risk

attitudes.

Off-farm Employment (Income). This variable was found to have

no significant contribution to risk attitudes in this study. A very

small mean value of 50 days per year for off-farm employment reflects

that the grass seed farmers in this study were highly specialized and

depended mainly on their farms as a major source of income. This

is not to suggest that off-farm employment may not be an important

variable in other instances however.

Binary Variables for Risk Aversity and Preference. Dummy

variables for risk aversion and risk taking were introduced in an

effort to detect whether there is any difference in the effect of the

considered variables with respect to individuals who are averters to

riak and those who prefer taking risk. Non-significant effects were

obtained when these two binary variables were interacted with all

other variables individually. Hence, the effects of the different

variables are taken to be the same for both risk averters and risk

takers.
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A possible explanation of the above finding could be reached in

reference to the nature of the risk attitude itself. Both attitudes,

risk aversion and preference, are found to be governed by the risky

outcome in the sense that the object is maximization of utility of

money. Therefore, the studied model is expected to present the

significant effects of the different variables for both risk takers

and preferrers.

The binary variables for risk neutral individuals (DN) and risk

takers (DT) were separately interacted with all other relevant

variables without obtaining significant effects. (These results are

presented in Table 11-2 of Appendix ii.)
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

There is an increasing need for exploring decisionmakers'

behavior towards risk in empirical and practical situations, thus

aiming at the development of empirical hypotheses about these risk

attitudes. The primary objective of this study was to identify the

most significant factors that influence risk attitudes among grass

seed producers in the Oregon's Willaniette Valley.

Individuals' utility functions were elicited through a modified

Ramsey method presented by Halter and Mason. The Pratt coefficient,

a measure of risk attitude, was derived for each individual from

the previously elicited utility functions and was used as the endoge.-

nous variable. Linear regression was then referred to for detecting

the impact and importance of the independent variables on the atti-

tudes towards risk (Pratt Coefficient).

Among the factors exerting a significant effect on risk attitudes

education, ownership, age, on-farm debt load, and the interactions

of education with ownership and education with age were found to have a

substantial influence. Similarly, the variables of squared education

and squared ownership had an appreciable contribution.

Education was not found to absolutely increase risk preference

as suggested by the hypothesis and the empirical findings of Binswanger

in rural India and Moscardi and de Janvry among some Mexican peasants.

Rather it followed a relatively. different pattern of increasing risk

aversion for lower levels of education while decreasing it for higher
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levels. The coefficients estimated for ownership, squared ownership,

on-farm debt, and age were as hypothesized, i.e., negative for the first

three and positive for the fourth. Although the coefficients of the

interaction variables of education with ownership and age showed direct

and inverse relationships, respectively, to the Pratt Coefficient,

contrary to what Halter and Mason found, these results were justified

according to the general farmers' standpoint with respect to these

variables.

Inclusion of a binary variable for risk neutrality as an interac-

tion variable with ownership and education revealed an expected differ-

ent behavior in reference to these two variables as compared to risk

aversity and risk preference. As the variables of ownership and

education were more highly significant than the others, it is likely

that the risk neutrality trend approaches neutralization of their

effects in order to end up with a zero Pratt Coefficient.

Limitations of the Study

The procedure followed in eliciting the individual utility

functions, although very practical, is subject to certain criticisms of

not reflecting the actual situation as related to business. Also,

the difficulty of comparing results obtained relying on this method

with those obtained using other techniques exists. However, it is

felt that the Halter-Mason technique, as it is easy and practical to

apply, would be suitable to similar situations and hence more reliable

empirical hypotheses could be formulated.
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Another limitation is that related to the evaluation of the

Pratt coefficients at the gross levels of income rather than net

income. Gross income was used as an alternative only because there

were no data on net income.

Study Implications

About 80 percent in the variation of risk attitudes among grass

seed producers was explained by the variables included in the studied

model. This is found to be very high compared to other studies of
2

similar nature. Moscardi and de Janvry obtained an R of .37 while

that obtained by Halter and Mason was less than 50 percent.

The model may be very useful for determining the effects of

education, ownership, age and on-farm debt upon decisionmakers' risk

behavior. However, more caution is desired when referring to the role

of interaction variables.

This study throws some light on how the grass seed producers make

decisions and how they react to risk. Such knowledge will aid in the

development of more practical economic research and extension programs

that would be capable of extending more knowledge and information to the

farmers. Also, this study could help in providing some tOOlS for supply

control by changing risk attitudes through education and policies

governing land control. Changes in riskiness were found to have little

effect on supply, however.
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Suggestions for Further Research

The results presented in this study are found to be different

from that obtained by Halter and Mason although the techniques followed

are identical. It is therefore important to know why the results of the

two studies were different and what are the factors responsible for

these differences.

The theory suggests that some other variables, not included in

the studied model, are likely to influence the attitudes towards risk.

The individual's wealth situation, on and off the farm, is one factor

that deserves a look by further research. This study has also neglected

the role of family size as a factor expected to have an appreciable

contribution on decisionmakers' risk attitudes. It could be a merit

for future research to investigate the effects of these factors.

Again evaluation of the Pratt coefficients with net income or

several gross income levels should be considered by future research.

Thus, more appropriate results could be obtained.

Finally, although the study has shed some light on the issue of

political uncertainty generated by public restrictions on open field

burning to prevent smoke emission, i.e., less political uncertainty in

1976 than in 1974, that was not all about it. The value of information

as related to public policy implications on risk attitudes seems to be

broad and important as well. It is the task of future research to

uncover the dilemma surrounding it.
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APPENDIX I

Procedure for Eliciting Individuals' Utility Functions
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ifl Chapter III it was mentioned that a utility function was

elicited for each individual grass seed farmer in the sample through

a modified Ramsey method according to a new interview format introduced

by Halter and Mason. The purpose of this appendix is to present the

details of this procedure, The technique followed was to construct

questions presenting a choice between two uncertain alternatives and

then ask the respondent to modify his answer to the questions until

he indicates that he is indifferent between the alternatives. The

questions were asked according to a following simple format.

GAME I

Alternative Actions

A1 A2

Probability ½ d c

of

Occurrence ½ a b

Where: a is the respondent's income level or the interval containing

his previous year's gross income; b is 3/4 of this income level; c is

varied in asking the questions until indifference is obtained and

initially set between b and d; and d is set equal to zero, thus

a>b>c>d. The question asked is: which alternative action do you

prefer if you know that with probability your monetary outcome would

be either a or d if you take action A1 and either b or c if you take

action A2? (This question can be motivated with a brief discussion of

the riskiness of farming, and can be detailed to include the outcomes
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of the two alternatives). After a few warm-up questions, most

respondents understand the situation andproceed without further

motivation.

If the respondent picks A1, this means c is too small and should

be increased and the reverse is true if he picks A2. Thus, c is

varied until thc respondent finds it difficult to decide between A1

and A2, and he tells that or the interviewer concludes that.

GAME II

Alternative Actions

A1 A2

Probability ½ Indifference 1 c

of

Occurrence ½ a b

In the second game, only d is changed from zero to the indifference

point, and again, c is varied until indifference is indicated. Still

a>b>c> Indifference 1.

The information from the above two games is sufficient to

calculate one point on the respondent's utility function after

anchoring the function to an origin and one other point.

The formula for the calculation is.

(1) utility value of Indifference Point 1= ½ (utility of zero and

utility value of Indifference Point 2), or:

U(Indif. 1) ½ {U(o) + U(Indif. 2)]

By letting the anchor point be [o, U(o)J the origin, and the other be
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[Indif. 2, (Indif. 2)] = [Indif. 2, 200], hence:

U(Indif. 1) = ½(o+200) = 100.

The calculated point on the utility function is:

(Indif. 1, IJ(Indif. l)=l00).

GAME III

Alternative Actions

A1 A2

Probability ½ o Indifference 1

of

Occurrence ½ a Indifference 2

In Game III, a position is varied until Indifference Point 3

is reached. The expected preference ordering is: a> Indifference

2> Indifference 1> o as before.

This basic structure can then be extended to cover the desired

number of points.

GAME IV

Alternative Actions

A1 A2

Probability ½ Indifference 1 Indifference 2

of

Occurrence ½ a Indifference 3

Since the utility values for three of the monetary positions in

Games III and IV are known, the utility of the new indifference points

can be calculated by addition and subtraction. Thus, using the letters

to stand for the four positions, we have:
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(2) U(a)=U(b)+U(c)-U(d)

Using: U(b)=U(Indif. 2)=200

U(c)=U(Indif. l)=lOO

U(o)=(o)

then: U(Indif. 3)=200+lOO-O=300, from Game III.

From Game IV:

U(b)=U(Indif. 3)=300

U(c)=U(Indif. 2)=200

U(d)=U(Indif. l)=100

then: U(Indif. 4)=300+200-lOO=400

We now have four calculated points and two anchor points to use in

estimating the utility function. (Halter and Mason illustrated the

calculations by presenting an example in reference to the responses of

three interviewed respondents.)

The five points attained for each individual were plotted in a

figure. Finally, polynomial equations (up to third degree) were fitted

to the points (five and seven) by ordinary least squares using

and visual inspection as a criteria of goodness of fit.

Three important points are to be noticed. First, the measured

utility numbers always occur at the same values, i.e., 0, 100, 200, 300,

and 400. Second, the individual differences are due to the differences

in dollar amounts which correspond to the indifference points obtained

from the games. Finally, the differences between the utility numbers

are always the same, i.e., 100.
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APPENDIX II

Selected Regression Results
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In this appendix a brief presentation of some selected regression

results not introduced in Chapter III will be provided. The discussion

of some omitted variables due to non-statistical significane was

included with the discussion of empirical results.

Table All-i presents the results obtained by Halter and Mason

for 1974 and those obtained for 1976 using the same variables. Table

AII-2 contains results with respect to other variables. Finally,

results from usage of a double-log functional form are presented by

equation lI-i.

Definition of Variables

Pratt 74-5 = Pratt coefficient for 1974 derived from a 5-point

utility measure,

Pratt 76-5 = Pratt coefficient for 1976 derived from a 5-point

utility measure,

Pratt 76-7 = Pratt coefficient for 1976 derived from a 7-point

utility measure,

ED Respondents educational level,

PCACOW = Percentage of acres owned,

EDSQ = Education squared,

POWED = Interaction of percent ownership and education

(PCACOW X ED),

PCOWSQ = Percent ownership squared,

AGE = Respondent's age,

AGED = Interaction of age and education (AGE X ED),
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PCDEBT = Percentage of on-farm debt,

DNOWN = Interaction of the binary variable for risk

neutrality (ON = 1, if the respondent is a risk

neutral; DN = 0 otherwise) and percent ownership

(DN X PCACOW),

DNED = Interaction of the binary variable for risk

neutrality and education (DN X ED),

DNAGE = Interaction of the binary variable for risk

neutrality and age (ON X AGE),

ONBEBT = Interaction of the binary variable for risk

neutrality and on-farm debt (ON X PCDEBT),

OTOWN = Interaction of the binary variable for risk

preference(DT = 1, if the respondent is a risk

taker, DT 0 otherwise) and percent ownership

(DT X PCACOW),

DTED = Interaction of the binary variable for risk

preference and education (DI X ED),

OTAGE = Interaction of the binary variable for risk

preference and age (PT X AGE),

DTDEBT = Interaction of the binary variable for risk

preference and on-farm debt (DT X PCDEBT),

AGESQ = Age squared,

DAYS = Respondent's off-farm employment in days,

AGEDOWN = Interaction of age, education, and ownership

(AGE X ED X PCACOW),
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POWAGE = Interaction of ownership and age (PCACOW X AGE),

Y = Ln (Pratt 76-7 + 9),

x1 = Ln (ED),

x2 = Ln (PCACOW),

x3 = Ln (AGE),

x4 = Ln (EDSQ),

x5 = Ln (PCDEBT),

x6 = Ln (AGED),

x7 = Ln (PCOWSQ),

x8 = Ln (POWED),

DNX1 = Interaction of the binary variable for risk

neutrality and the natural logarithm of education

[DN X Ln(ED)],

DNX2 = Interaction of the binary variable for risk

neutrality and the natural logarithm of ownerstiip

[DN X Ln(PCACOW)J.

A Brief Discussion of Results

The discussion of the variables follow from the determinants of

risk attitudes of Chapter II. Equation 1.1 resembles the results

obtained by Halter-Mason in reference to 1974. From equation 1.2 it

is clear that none of the estimated coefficients is significant, which

was one reason for the rejection of the Pratt coefficient derived from

a 5-point utility measure as the dependent variable in 1976. Equation

1.3 describes the relationship between the Pratt coefficient of 1976

(7-points) and the variables employed by Halter and Mason.



Table lI-i. Comparison of regression results in reference to the variables used by Halter and Mason.a

Equation
b

Number 1.1 1.2 1.3

Variable (Dept. var. Pratt 74-5) (Dept. var. Pratt 76-5) (Dept. var. Pratt 76-7)

ED -6.793 -0.925 4.284

(2.854) (3.06) (1.481)

PCACOW 0.192 -0.006 -0.115

(0.041) (.077) (.003)

EDSQ 1.088 0.082 -0.715

(0.360) (.478) (.168)

POWED -0.06 -0.005 0.039

(0.015) (.02) (.007)

PCOWSQ t=-1.188 0.0003 -0.0004
(.0005) (.0003)

ACE -2.088 -0.645 1.253

(.933) (1.55) (.77)

AGED 0.587 0.072 -0.284

(.284) (.322) (.21)

AGESQ t=-O.071 0.038 -0.043
(.087) (.04)

POWAGE t=-l.637 Insufficient F-level 0.004
(.005)

R2 0.45 (Approx.) 0.048 0.738

a: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.

b: Student's "t" value is given for variables excluded from the model which included all
the variables.

C: Only 36 observations were used, i.e., excluding the erroneous observations. Ui
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Table 11-2. Selected regression results: Linear functional form.

Equation
Number

Variable

2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5

ED 3.66 4.28 4.01 3.58 3.44

(1.07) (1.48) (.1.39) (1.15) (1.13)

PCACOW -0.10 -0.11 -0.12 -0.10 -0.10

(.03) (.03) (.04) (.03) (.03)

EDSQ -0.72 -0.71 -0.74 -0.66 -0.64

(.16) (.168) (.215) (.17) (.166)

POWED 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04

(.006) (.007) (.009) (.006) (0.006)

PCOWSQ -0.0004 - .00038 - .00035 - .00031 - .00035

(.0002) (.00026) (.00026) (.00023) (.00024;

AGE 0.55 1.25 0.77 0.62 0.62

(.44) (.77) (.80) (.47) (.46)

AGED -0.18 -0.28 -0.21 -0.196 -0.191

(.14) (.21) (.17) (.144) (.143)

PCDEBT -0.01
(.008)

DNOWN 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

(.01) (.01) (.01) (.01)

DNED -0.35 -0.21 -0.37 -0.32

(.18) (.34) (.23) (.19)

DNAGE 0.04
(.20)

DNDEBT 0.016
(.027)

DTOWN 0.01
(.03)

DTED -0.26
(.40)

DTAGE 0.07
(.21)

DTDEBT -0.016

(.018)
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Table 11-2. Continued.

Equation
Number

Variable
2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.3

AGESQ .04 -0.01

(.04) (.05)

DAYS 0.0002
(.0018)

AGEDOWN Insuf.

F- level

POWAGE 0.004
(.005)

R2 0.7932 0.7383 0.7796 0.7788 0.7721

1: Dependent variable is Pratt 76-7.

2: Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.



Comparing equations 1.1 and 1.3, it is clear that each of the

equations has got opposite results in relation to the estimated

coefficients except for the coefficients of PCOWSQ and AGESQ. Some

of the reasons behind were given in Chapter III.

From Table 11-2, equation 2.1 is identical to the final model

presented in Chapter III. Other variables were tested for significance

in equations 2.2 to 2.5.

One requirement before transforming the data into the log form

is the conversion of all zero and negative observations to positive

values. Accordingly, the integer nine (9) was added to all Pratt

coefficients, thus taking the natural logarithms of all variables

was made possible. This conversion procedure is believed to complicate

the interpretation of results. The results obtained from using a

double-log functional form are given below:

(11.1) Y = 2.02 + 0.642 X1 - 0.014 X5 + 0.103 x6 0.176 x8

(.414) (0.250) (0.045) (.194) (.081)

- 0.512 DNX1 + 0.160 DNX2 ; R = 0.3286.

(.311) (.097)

It should be noted that the variables x2, x3, x4, and x7 were

excluded from the above equation due to insufficient F-level

(Tolerance-Level) for further computation. Also, the signs of the

estimated coefficients were similar to that of the linear model

except for the coefficients of the interaction variablesX6 and X8.




